2"x8" (38mmx184mm) VERTICAL MOUNTED ANCHOR BLOCK BOLTED TO CONCRETE AS SHOWN WITH 2: 3/8" (13mm) DIAMETER STANDARD "L" SHAPED ANCHOR BOLTS (BY OTHERS)

EPS FOAM REMOVED AT BOLT LOCATIONS ONLY

OVERHEAD GARAGE DOOR TENSION SPRING (TYPICAL) AND MOUNTING ANCHOR BRACKET FASTENED TO 2"x8" (38mmx184mm) VERTICAL MOUNTED ANCHOR BLOCK (BY OTHERS)

2 2:"x6" (38mmx140mm) FINISH GRADE WOOD EXTENSIONS (OR CONSTRUCTION GRADE WRAPPED WITH PAINT AND BRAKE FORCE ALUMINUM) (BY OTHERS)

OVERHEAD GARAGE DOOR (TYPICAL) AND SUPPORT ROLLER TRACK (BY OTHERS)

HORIZ/VERT REINFORCEMENT AS PER CODE OR AS SPECIFIED PER APPENDIX 'D'

NUDURA 6" (152mm) STANDARD FORM UNIT

EXTERIOR FINISH AS SPECIFIED

LINTEL REINFORCEMENT AS SPECIFIED PER APPENDIX 'E'

ALUMINUM DRIP CAP FLASHING INSTALLED BELOW FINISH FOR FULL FRAME WIDTH INSTALLED AS PER CODE OR AS SPECIFIED

2"x12" (38mmx286mm) HEADER BUCK

TYPICAL RESIDENTIAL GARAGE DOOR ATTACHMENT TO NUDURA 6" (152mm) FORM UNIT HEAD DETAIL NON-BRICK FINISH